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They're not the most famous
English firm, but best gun
makers they are, dating from
1853. If you have an absolute
dedication to quality, then a
Brown shotgun is for you - for,
say, $12,000 with a 2-3 year
delivery! GEOFFREY
BOOTHROYD reports from
Glasgow.
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Top: This gun illustrates how the wood of
the stock is brought right up to the
fences. Above: A 28-bore sideblock built
in 1977 to commemorate the Silver
Jubilee. Note the engraving of Windsor
Castle.

COMMENT often voiced today is
that British sporting shotguns are
not what they used to be. There is more
than a grain of truth in the statement but
like all generalisations one has to dig a
little deeper to get at the facts.
Today, the gun trade as far as actual
manufacture is concerned lacks the
large factories that were a feature of
pre-1914, particularly in the Birmingham
area. For the last half-century
production has dropped in volume and
that which has remained has tended to
go increasingly up-market. What has
been lost, in the main, has been the
sound quality, plainly finished guns
provided by the Birmingham trade and
often sold under the names of the
smaller provincial gunmakers who
increasingly, by the 20th century, no
longer make guns themselves on the
premises.
One of the firms that made 'for the
trade' bears a name very probably
unknown to you but one which,
nevertheless, has a long and illustrious
history. The first of the recorded
gunmaking Browns was John Joseph,
born in 1853. He was one of 11 sons,
five of whom became Master
Gunmakers. One of the sons, George,
was an engraver, another, Sydney was a
stock finisher and three others were
action filers.
John went to work for Webley·s and
he met and married Maria Chapman,
who also worked at Webley, as a
cartridge loader. Two of their sons
survived, John and Albert Arthur, both of
whom entered the gun trade. Albert

Arthur worked for the firm of Rogers of
Loveday Street, Birmingham. He
married Minnie Davies in 1911 and they
had two sons, Albert Henry and Sydney
Charles.
By the 1930's we find the firm of
Albert Arthur Brown in the Birmingham
Trades Directory with an address at 27 1k
Whittall St., right in the heart of the old
gun quarter.
On the outbreak of war the.firm had
become Albert Arthur Brown & Sons,
their address a few doors away at 35 1k
Whittall St and they are now listed as
'Action Makers'. During the last war the
firm made armourers' tools; after the
war, due to shortage of materials, they
turned their hand to making air pistols
and produced the ABAS Major, an air
pistol of advanced design of which
some 2,000 were made. They were
bombed out during the war, so their
post-war address was ABAS Works,
Sand St., and the style of the firm had
altered to A. A. Brown & Sons. As
restrictions eased Brown started once
again to make quality boxlock guns for
the trade and a few special sidelock
guns. Additional plant and machinery
was purchased from the
old established firm
of A. Asbury &

Above: Brown sidelock, engraved
(although not signed) by Walter
Howe.

Sons which had closed down.
The firm met changing conditions,
altering what they did and how they did
it and displaying that resilience which is
characteristic of the gun trade. A. H.
Brown became a member of the Board
of Guardians of the Birmingham Proof
House and was Chairman of the Board
for five years. During the '60's emphasis
became increasingly placed on high
quality sidelock guns for the home and
export trade, and their guns were now
marked with the ABAS trade mark
regardless of whether the sale was
direct or to the trade.
Population changes, city-centre re
development and motorways altered the
old gun quarter almost out of
recognition and the firm had to move
once again.
They left the gun quarter for premises
let to them by Westley-Richards. Here
they stayed for some fourteen years
before moving once again. outside the
city to the village of Alvechurch, some
fourteen miles south. Here they
purchased purpose-built workshops in
delightful surroundings and also took
the opportunity to change once again
their philosophy of manufacture.
The decision was taken to
manufacture best sidelock guns for
private customers. They also took the
opportunity of eventually making only
one grade of gun instead of the
multiplicity of grades associated with
the traditional Birmingham gun
trade. The one grade of gun
was, however. offered
with a very wide
range of
options to
suit the

Below: One of a pair of guns made
for an American customer. It's a
12-bore Lightweight, not
self-opening. Game and open scroll
engraving by Walter Howe.
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Above: The various stages involved in producing a lock from the
original bar stock to the finished item.
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individual
requirements of their
customers, most of whom
took the opportunity of visiting
the workshop if at all possible.
Today well over 90% of the work
carried out in building a 'best' sidelock
gun is done 'in house'. The locks,
formerly made by a specialist locktnaker
in Wolverhampton, they now make
themselves. This change took place
when the long established firm of
Chiltons went into liquidation. Many of
the internal components of the gun are
gold-plated. Not just because it looks
nice but because gold-plated parts are
less liable to corrode and servicing
costs are greatly reduced.
'Bought-in' items include the tubes,
bar or chopper lump for the barrels, and
special forgings for the action body. One
forging is used for 28, 20, 16 and 12
bore guns, those in .410 have their own.
Machining of the forgings is all carried
out by Harold Scandrett who has been
with the firm for over thirty years.
Chequering of the stoc�s. on the other
hand, is put out (side), but the traditional
colour case-hardening is done in bone
meal. The traditional techniques permit
a border around the lock plate which is
not possible with modern methods.
Colour to the edge of the lockplate just
doesn't look right, at least to me!
Emphasis is on traditional methods,
not for their own sake but because they
are, having in mind the volume of
production, ideally suited to the making
of individual and unique �hotguns.
The term custom gun has been
grossly degraded i11 recent years and as
an alternative one might use the term
bespoke gun. This means, 'made to
your exact requirements' and is an
alternative to having several styles and
grades of gun on the range, none of
which meet exactly what you, the
customer, wants. The gun presently
built can be made in 12, 16, 20, 18 and
410 bores. Barrels are side-by-side and
they can be had in lengths from 24 to 30
with a choice of chamber length and
choke, gun weight, balance and

stocking. Chopper lump tubes are
standard, but dovetail tubes can be
provided at lower cost.
The gun is a self opener, but this can
either be removed if required, or altered
to provide easy-opening. You can opt for
a gun without this feature at lower cost.
Locks have intercepting sears and can
be made hand detachable if required.
trigger pulls, as you require, with the
option of a single trigger mechanism.
The guard has a single bead on the
finger side of the bow. Ejectors are
Southgate and the fore-end is
detachable by the Anson push rod
f�stening. The safe is automatic and the
word SAFE is gold inlayed. Disc set
strikers are fitted and the action is bolted
by a top-lev�r operating a hardened
steel bolt with double bites on the barrel
lump. The action has beaded fences
with fluted sides but on lightweight guns
the action body can, if required be
rounded.
Stocks, the timber being selected
Fr�nch walnut, are to the customer's
measurements and there is a choice of
both colour and figure. The grip is
straight with a slight diamond cros�
section and drop-points. A gold oval 1s
fitted which can be engraved as required
and the finish of the stock is hand
rubbed oil.
Engraving can be as much or as little
as required and a variety of styles and
designs are available. The action after
engraving is either colour hardened or:
'silver brushed finished', again as
required. The stock measurements can
either be taken from an existing stock,
by a local shooting school or they can be
taken at Alvechurch.
This, of course, is not just the
specification of a Brown 'be�t· gun but is
indicative of the range of options open
to the purchaser of a British 'best' gun.
We now know something of what one
might expect to be able to buy if one has
the money and the inclination. How is
the gun built?
If you visit a large factory it is possible
to see what they make in all stages of
manufacture. With the smaller firm this
is not always possible and, in fact, there
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Above: Harold Scandrett polishing the bores of barrels by the traditional
method. Browns also use a modern honing machine for this job.

Above: Mr A. H. Brown points to the tiny mark in the smoke on the face of
the barrels. The 'fit' should not be hard on the 'Rolls' or radii at the base of
the action face, so this will be carefully relieved in further fitting.
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Above: Sydn_ey Brown at the bench, hand-polishing the oiled finish of a
tiger-tailed stock.
are occasions when they cannot even
show you a finished gun since the last
one could have been shipped off to
California the day before your visit!
Some four days, spread over several
months, was required to get an
adequate idea of how Browns go about
building a gun. The first thing is to break
down the various operations into
specialist areas. As we have mentioned
earlier, Harold Scandrett does most of
the machine operations. He machines
most of the components of the lockwork
which is, in essentials, based on the
Holland & Holland design. The
components are jig-machined from bar
stock, the grade of steel being chosen
for each part in order to give the most
desirable characteristics. Harold also
does the barrel work, boring, choke
regulation and he makes the ribs and the
extractor work.
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Albert and Sydney Brown are
responsible for the critical work of
putting the barrels together and the vital
job of joining the barrels to the action,
known as 'jointing'. They also fit the disc
set strikers and prepare guns for proof.
Both work on the lockwork and they fit
and finish the fore-end and do the
finishing work on the stocks. They are
also responsible for freeing and
finishing all work after case hardening.
Robin Brown, the youngest member
of the family in the business, fits the
locks, the cocking and ejector work,
furniture fitting and regulation of the self
opening mechanism. He makes the
single trigger mechanism and takes care
of the plating side of the business.
The whole of the gun could be made
by hand and, equally, the whole of the
gun could be made by the very
sophisticated machine tools which are

now available. One has only to consider
the complex beauty of a jet engine
turbine blade to realise that a fully
machined and finished action body for a
shotgun could be made by the same
techniques. However, with a limited
production the end result would be far
more expensive and you would have
lost the unique individuality which
makes a best shotgun what it is.
The major expense in producing the
best shotgun of today is that costly item,
time. In effect the machines employed
are really only power-driven files needed
to shift a lot of metal from the original
3 1k lbs of body forging. Some of the
machines used do have in-built skills,
mainly in the jigs and fixtures to produce
the components which are then fitted
and adjusted by hand.
There is, of course, no quality control
department at Browns. Modern industry
takes pride in saying that for every
production worker there is a quality
control engineer. In building a best gun
every craftsman is his own quality
control and work will not be passed by
him until he is satisfied. Each part of the
gun is an individual creation and is
subject to critical evaluation by both
Sydney and Robin Brown. Albert,
incidentally, has now retired from full
time work but continues on a part-time
basis.
As with most small businesses there
are house rules. In many operations
there are always acceptable
alternatives. Generally the area is one
where the choice is a matter of opinion
and personal taste.
Those involved in building a gun at
Browns have their own ideas on the
shape and curve of a trigger guard and
on the proportions of a trigger. Robin
Brown and I had a long discussion on
triggers. I have a collection of
photographs of nothing but trigger and
trigger guards of shotguns. Those from
my own collection I can recognise as
quickly as one can recognise the legs of
a girl friend. When all is said and done
the legs permit the lady to walk and keep
her rear end off the floor but as you
know as well as I, there are legs and
delights of sheer poetry of line and form.
·Some aspects of 'best' guns can be
recognised - the fit and feel and the
performance either in the field or on the
pattern plate. The manner in which the
gun opens and closes, sight, sound and
feel all come into play when making the
assessment. To watch an old gunmaker
friend of mine examine a gun gave the
impression that he had eyes in his
fingertips!
To get a full understanding of why one
gun can cost ten or a hundred times as
much as another may not always be self
evident. To gain this understanding

Below: A Lightweight 12-bore
pair of guns. Engraving and gold
inlay work on the barrels by
Keith Thomas.

and appreciation
of quality requires study
and some effort. The more work
you put into this appreciation of fine
craftsmanship, the more pleasure you
will gain.
Today, of course, many hold the
opinion that firms like Brown's are
totally irrelevant in modern society. If
you accept the view that a sporting
shotgun is merely a tool then you are
entitled to hold this opinion. If, on the
other hand, you believe that a sporting
shotgun is an intensely personal
possession and is not just a tube to
discharge shot then it is worthwhile
spending some time discovering the
true meaning of quality. You can say "I
do appreciate quality, but I could never
afford a new gun at those prices''. The
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Win a Jackeroo 300 knife!
Here at Australian Outdoors, thanks to K-mart,
we have two Jackeroo 300 knives to give away. The
perfect knife for every huntsman and shooter, they
come in their own beautiful leather sheath and have
rustproof, high-carbon stainless steel blades and
'pakka-wood' handles moulded especially to fit
tightly in the hand.
Send us your name and address on the back of an
envelope by March 15, 1985, and we'll do a random
draw for the two knife winners. Winners will be
notified by mail.
If you don't win, don't despair- these beautiful
knives are available at K-marts all around Australia
at a price you can afford. Jackaroo quality at a
K-mart price. You couldn't ask for more.
Jackaroo knives have high quality stainless steel blades; the
range includes four pocket knives and two fillet knives.
They range in price from $8. 98 to $15. 98 and are a mi/able from
K-mart stores throughout Australia.

